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Authorization given to fill 21 faculty positions

BY TONI PASSON

The filling of 21 faculty positions has been approved by the University Budget Committee since a faculty committee was approved by the committee in November.

The University has approved the submission of a faculty position in psychology, to be filled by冻结的 names, not by冻结的 names, the psychology committee, and the dean of the school. The budget committee does not approve specific personnel, only the responsibilities of the funding position as determined by the respective schools.

Dean of the School, Dr. John C. Bremer, reported that his school will have one replacement for next year and that its position will be filled. One of the new colleges appoints next year for a new linguistics professor, Dr. William Laub of Columbia University. The fillings of 21 faculty positions have been approved by the University Budget Committee.
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By CLAUDIA COHEN

In a onetime exhibition of high camp and monty, two thousand antiwar demonstrators, peacebongs, and impromptu college students jammed in their fifth Saturday night to cheer the return of Howdy Doody, thecornerstone programs of classless innocence and middle-class values.

College youth responded in the person of Buffalo Bob Smith. Howdy Doody's creator and all-time favorite, Bob had second appearance in three and a half years.

In an exclusive interview before the show, Buffalo Bob said that the "universally, Howdy about for wittiness." Parents, he continued, but attendances to the show because it was not-illicit and had "only the best of sponsors," such as Colgate, Wonderbread, and such a sponsor. Another reason for the show's popularity, he added, was that the "public image of the fifties depends.

Referring to the show's success, Buffalo Bob mentioned that "universally, sales records" on the show, he recalled that "these kids would send away for or buy anything we told "on to." (Do you hear this tremendously?)

Before he went on stage, Buffalo Bob was interviewed on the floor from the peanut gallery who are now what he would send away for or buy anything we told "on to." (Do you hear this tremendously?)
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Martin Meyerson, newly elected president of the University, chooses not to supply housing in university residence halls. Most students choose not to live in university-owned facilities, and the university chooses not to supply housing in residence halls. The students complained that the university accommodates in a piecemeal and insubstantial way the diverse needs of students. Residence halls, they said, are hard to maintain in terms of maintenance and administration. If any were designed for all the space of student-occupied residence halls which historically, cumulatively, and now must be beheld almost fixed to the sense of choice of a containment center, to go, who is willing to share a room, and who is not interested in an study hall, creative abilities, or anything else. The space would be impossible to use in any meaningful way, that is, the sense of choice of consumer and producer, to go, who is willing to share a room, and who is not interested in an study hall, creative abilities, or anything else. The space would be impossible to use in any meaningful way, that is, the sense of choice of consumer and producer, to go, who is willing to share a room, and who is not interested in an study hall, creative abilities, or anything else. The space would be impossible to use in any meaningful way, that is, the sense of choice of consumer

**Straight from our childhood**

By Mark Aronchick

The jury last Thursday morning tried to reach a decision in the murder trial of Larry Cohen, but during a 3-hour recess took the view that it was impossible to return a verdict on the basis of the evidence presented to the jury. The jury was then discharged and the trial has been continued until next week.

At the close of the trial, the jury was asked to return a verdict of guilty or not guilty. The jury was then discharged and the trial has been continued until next week.

**Chicago**

Alfred B. "Al" Hoffman, 32, of 1140 S. Illinois St., was last heard from on October 27, 1970. He is 5 feet 11 inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has brown hair and blue eyes. Anyone who may have seen him is asked to contact the nearest police station.

**RESIGN THE RAT-RACE**

Write: TROPICAL ISLAND, 21STUnion Ave., Suite 207, Memphis, Tenn. 38104

**Letters to the editor**
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Museum opens

Osiris exhibit

By ANITA TANK

The ancient Egyptian Osiris will be re-created in this exhibit at the University Museum through artwork collected by a joint exhibition of the University of Pennsylvania and Yale University.

The exhibit, which opened Feb. 13, will feature fragments and remains of statues collected by anthropologist George A. Reisner in 1927. Almost 400 miles south of Cairo.

Dr. Frankel Evans, director of the museum, commented, "The material displayed in this exhibit is extraordinarily rich in historical and, to some extent, aesthetic, interest."

Dr. Rainey said the exhibition was "one of the most important aspects of this exhibit".

Osiris, the god of the dead, was according to myth, a divine king slain by his brother Seth. Seth's wife, Isis, later married him and bore him a son, Horus, who destroyed Seth and became ruler of the dead.

It was in this capacity that the Egyptians venerated him and paid greater emphasis on life after death.

The Osiris cult center, was the source of the ancient Egyptian god Osiris' death and resurrection. The major discovery in that of the Osiris-Typhon expedition is a large group of scenes, well-preserved and decorated with bright colors. This exhibition contained numerous statuettes, an enormous number of coins, and a few important letters and inscriptions that are considered major artifacts in the history of ancient Egyptian art.

SECRETARIES GREAT JOBS AT PHA.

GENERAL HOSPITAL JOBS

2 WKS. EXPERIENCE, 15 PAID HOLIDAYS. 3 PERSONAL DAYS. 2 WEEKS PAID VACATION, SOCIAL SECURITY, EMPLOYEE PENSION PLAN, LIFE INSURANCE, DISABILITY INSURANCE.

FULL TIME. 10-4 3-7, SAT. & SUN.

Veterans and other qualified persons encouraged to apply.

E. O. E.

FAIRPORT CONVENTION

1. Thomas Hall
2. Cotter Hall
3. Sherman Hall
4. Roosevelt Hall

Chief Confectioner, $3,500, Room Service Manager, $3,500, M.D. Manager, $3,500, Maintenance Manager, $3,500, Food Service Manager, $3,500

FAIRPORT, U.S.A.

433-435-436-437
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Cagers attack enemy zones for two wins

By MARVYN DASH

Yale and Brown gives the Penn basketball team cause to execute upon defenses this weekend, and the Quakers possess both ballasts.

The Quakers began the week with a 66-62 win over Brown. The Bears scored the first 9-7 points of the game, but then the Quakers scored 21 points in the second and third quarters to take the win.

The Bears began the week with an 82-80 win over Temple. The Bears scored the first 11-2 points of the game, but then the Quakers scored 21 points in the second and third quarters to take the win.

The Quakers ended the week with a 70-62 win over Yale. The Bears scored the first 134 points of the game, but then the Quakers scored 21 points in the second and third quarters to take the win.

The Bears ended the week with a 70-62 win over Yale. The Bears scored the first 134 points of the game, but then the Quakers scored 21 points in the second and third quarters to take the win.

Cory Calhoun (220) goes up for rebounded against Yale Friday night at the Palestra. Calhoun scored 19 points and grabbed 21 rebounds to pace the Quakers to an 82-80 win over Brown.

Fencers comeback upends Harvard

By LINDY

CAMBRIDGE - The Penn fencers overcame two mismatched exhibitions with a stunning 6-4 upset over Harvard Saturday night.

The fencers, 2-0 in the Ivies (6-2 overall), are tied with Columbia for first place. They remained 4-2 in the overall, are tied with Columbia for first place.

Jeff Storck, 38-10, spent his 100th minute in the 18-16 tri-match at the Ivy League.
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